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ABSTRACT
When the perturbations forming the acoustic peaks of the cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB) reentered the horizon and interacted gravitationally with all the mat-
ter, neutrinos presumably comprised 41% of the universe energy. CMB experiments
have reached a capacity to probe this background of relic neutrinos. I review the neu-
trino impact on the CMB at the onset of the acoustic oscillations. The discussion
addresses the underlying physics, robustness or degeneracy of the neutrino imprints
with changes of free cosmological parameters, and non-minimal models for the unseen
radiation sector with detectable signatures in CMB anisotropy and polarization.
1. Introduction
The counts of solar, atmospheric, reactor, and accelerator-produced neutrinos provide
a solid evidence of physics beyond the Standard Model of particle physics. They can be
explained by neutrino flavor mixing by non-zero masses, subject to tightening upper cos-
mological bounds1). These upper mass bounds, however, rely on the assumption that the
neutrino sector hides no additional surprises. Specifically, that a neutrino per photon ra-
tio has been fixed since the decoupling of the active neutrinos and the subsequent e+e−
annihilation. Or that neutrinos do not couple to unseen fields2,3). These assumptions are
verifiable by cosmological observations.
Perturbations in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) carry imprints of any species
which contributed to the universe density when the perturbations reentered the horizona.
Some of these imprints cannot be mimicked by changes of the standard cosmological pa-
rameters. Moreover, they reveal the internal interactions of species which couple only
gravitationally to the visible sector. The big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) yield of light ele-
ments, notably He4, is as well sensitive to all the dominant species in the radiation epoch,
but at high redshifts z ∼ 109− 108 (∼ 100 keV). The CMB peaks, on the other hand, probe
the late radiation erab z ∼ 104 − 103 (∼ 10− 1 eV).
The first WMAP data release4) places the effective number of relic neutrinos in a 2-σ
range5) 1 . Nν . 7, mildly improved
5) by complementary probes. The range will be
narrowed by an order of magnitude and more as the CMB sky is mapped at smaller angles:
at 1σ, to6,7) ∆Nν ≈ 0.2 by PLANCK and up to ∆Nν ≈ 0.05 by more advanced proposed
∗Based on the proceedings for the 10th Int. Symposium on Particles, Strings and Cosmology (PASCOS
04) at Northeastern University, Boston, August 16-22, 2004.
aWe say that a perturbation mode “reentered the horizon” when the Hubble scale H−1 exceeded the
mode wavelength.
bThe redshifts probed by the CMB multipoles with l ≤ 1500 [. 3000] are zl,entry . 3× 10
4 [. 6× 104],
assuming the concordance ΛCDM model.
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missions.
2. Imprints of neutrino gravity on CMB
The CMB fluctuations could not escape the gravity of relic neutrinos during the ra-
diation era, when neutrinos were among the dominant species. The neutrino fraction
Rν ≡ ρν/ρr of the total radiation energy density ρr = ργ + ρν = ργ/(1 − Rν) is 41%
in the standard scenario. With the present cosmological bounds1) mν . 0.14 to 0.6 eV, the
standard neutrinos were all highly relativistic in the radiation era, prior to matter-radiation
density equality at
zeq + 1 =
ρc+b,0
ργ,0
(1−Rν) ≃ 3.3× 103 Ωc+bh
2
0.14
1.69
1 + 0.23Nν
. (1)
[Here, c+b labels cold dark matter (CDM) plus baryons, “0” denotes the present values,
and the last two fractions are close to unity in the standard ΛCDM + 3ν scenario.] These
neutrinos become non-relativistic below the redshift zmν ≈ mν/(3kTν,0) ≃ 200mν/(0.1 eV),
i.e., only after the CMB decoupling (zγ d ≈ 1090).
The growth of cosmological structure in the matter era is also affected by neutrino mass
density. It carries signatures of a neutrino free streaming scale8), which by then is sensitive
to mν . Although the low neutrino masses influence the perturbation dynamics only after
the CMB last scattering, they may in future be probed by CMB due to their impact on
large-scale structure and induced by it CMB lensing9).
The impact of relic neutrinos cannot be ignored in the search for primordial gravity
waves (hence, probing the energy scale of inflation) through B-polarization of CMB10).
Interaction of neutrino perturbations with tensor gravity waves suppresses the tensor am-
plitude on the scales entering the horizon in the radiation era (l > 200) and reduces the
B-mode spectrum by as much as11) 36%. Even on the largest angular scales neutrinos
damp the tensor power by about11) 10%.
In the rest of this section we review the signatures of the abundant in the radiation era
neutrinos in the CMB temperature anisotropy and E-polarization.
2.1. Background effects
According to Friedmann equation, higher neutrino density speeds up the Hubble ex-
pansion in the radiation era. For fixed density Ωc+bh
2 (∝ ρc+b,0), the faster expansion
would reduce the size of the CMB acoustic horizon. In addition, a larger fraction of radi-
ation density prior to the CMB last scattering would enhance the first acoustic peak by a
stronger early integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect from the increased proximity of the radiation-
matter transition (1) to the last scattering and by lesser suppression of the peak by matter
perturbations12)c.
c The accepted today interpretation of an order of magnitude larger CMB power on the scales entering
the horizon before versus after the equality as the resonance driving of radiation perturbations by their
self-gravity is incorrect. This can be demonstrated by the following example: Suppose that long after the
superhorizon freezout of perturbations but before their horizon reentry in the radiation era, photons and
neutrinos had become subdominant to an unperturbed decoupled component X with the radiation equation
of state pX = ρX/3. In this scenario, in which the metric is unperturbed and no gravitational driving of CMB
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Although the change of the acoustic horizon and the consequences of the shifted zeq
are frequently mentioned in the literature, neither of these effects can serve as a neutrino
probe. Indeed, our knowledge of other densities, in particular CDM, is likewise derived from
the observed correlations of cosmological inhomogeneities. Even when ρν is not equal to
its assumed value, the angular acoustic horizon scale and zeq remain essentially unchanged
when at any z the ratio ρb/ργ
d, hence the photo-baryon sound speed, has the standard
value while the densities ρc+b, ρdark [and ρK,0 ≡ 3(1−Ω)H20/(8piG) for non-flat models] are
rescaled in proportion to ρr = ργ + ρν .
The observed matter power Pm(k/h) remains almost unchanged as well.
e (Small changes
are induced by variations in ρb/ρc, in, so far undetected, signatures of neutrino masses, and
in the impact of neutrino perturbations, Sec. 2.2.) There is a simple explanation: In the
compared scenarios most of the characteristic time and distance intervals differ by the same
factor. This conformal rescaling preserves measured angles and redshifts7).
Several consequences of the common density rescaling can still be observed. First, a
different value of the Hubble constant H20 ∝
∑
a,K ρa,0. Constraints on H0, however, tend
to be weak.
Second, the scale of Silk damping15) λSilk is determined by the mean time of photon
collisionless flight τc = (aneσγe)
−1, not affected by the density rescaling. (We use comoving
scales and conformal times.) A larger ratio of the damping scale to the Hubble radius
λSilk/H−1 ∼
√
τcH in models with greater ργ leads to increased damping of small-scale CMB
anisotropies and helps to constrain Nν (Table III in Ref. [7]). However, the density of free
electrons ne around the photon decoupling, when only hydrogen was ionized, depends (for
known ρb) on the primordial helium abundance Yp: ne ≡ xenH = xe(1−Yp)ρb/mH . Taking
for the present uncertainty Yp = 0.24± 0.0116), Yp can be freely adjusted to rescale λSilk in
proportion to H−1 for ∆Nν . 0.4. A detailed analysis7) shows that the rescaling 1− Yp ∝
ρ
1/2
r yields almost degenerate xe(z), hence equivalent CMB decoupling, and unchanged
λSilk/H−1.
2.2. Perturbation effects
Finally, the conformal degeneracy of CMB and matter spectra in a faster expanding
background is broken by the gravitational impact of neutrino perturbations. Relative per-
turbation of the number density nγ of photons (coupled to baryons) evolves in the perturbed
metric as
d¨γ +
RbH
1+Rb
d˙γ − 13(1+Rb)∇
2dγ = ∇2(Φ + 11+Rb Ψ) . (2)
Here Φ and Ψ parameterize scalar metric perturbations ds2 = a2[−(1+2Φ)dτ2+(1−2Ψ)dx2],
is expected, the acoustic CMB oscillations after the horizon reentry would have precisely the same amplitude
as in the model dominated by a photon fluid. To the contrary, a similar construction for the matter era12)
shows that then the freely collapsing CDM perturbations, generating non-decaying gravitational potential,
cause 25-fold suppression of the CMB power Cl in the Sachs-Wolfe
13) matter era result.
dThe photon density ργ is fixed by COBE-measured
14) TCMB.
eThe popular rule of thumb “LSS constrains Ωmh” assumes a fixed neutrino fraction of radiation density
and fails in our situation. Indeed, the physical quantity probed best by the large scale structure is the ratio
of the comoving Hubble scale at the matter-radiation equality H−1eq = (Heqaeq)
−1 to the present Hubble
scale H−10 . With eq. (1), Heq/H0 ∼ Ω
1/2
c+b(zeq + 1)
1/2
∝ Ωc+bh(1−Rν)
1/2. It is unchanged by the discussed
(conformal) rescaling.
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overdots denote the derivatives with respect to the conformal time τ , H ≡ a˙/a, Rb =
3ρb/(4ργ), and
dγ ≡ δργ
ργ + pγ
− 3Ψ = 3
(
δTγ
Tγ
−Ψ
)
(3)
(in the Newtonian gauge) is a general-relativistic generalizationf of δnγ/nγ .
For the radiation era, when the CMB peaks enter the horizon, eq. (2) is easily solved7)
in real space with the Green’s function approach17):
d(rad era)γ (x, τ) =
Aγ
2
δDirac
(
|x| − τ√
3
)
+
Φ+Ψ
(x/τ)2 − 1/3 , (5)
where we assume adiabatic initial conditions. After Fourier transformation to k-space, the
delta-function term describes the famous acoustic oscillations Aγ cos(kτ/
√
3) in the photon
fluid with the speed of sound cs = 1/
√
3. Whenever the metric is perturbed at the acoustic
horizon, i.e. (Φ + Ψ)|x|=τ/√3 6= 0, the small-scale singularity of the second term in eq. (5)
contributes a sine component to the subhorizon oscillations in Fourier space or, equivalently,
shifts the oscillation phase.
As proven in Appendix B of [7], the metric in the adiabatic Green’s function (5) is
perturbed beyond the acoustic horizon if only some perturbations physically propagate
faster than the acoustic speed cs. Among the standard cosmological species, only free-
streaming relativistic neutrinos support a faster speed, the speed of light. (Perturbations in
early quintessence do as well. They induce an even larger phase shift per equal density12).)
fdγ of eq. (3) is a unique
12) perturbation variable which a) Reduces to δnγ/nγ on subhorizon scales
b) Freezes beyond the Hubble horizon and c) Experiences no gravitational driving on any scale in a spatially
uniform metric. (The unperturbed Robertson-Walker metric can be imposed consistently by artificially
populating the universe with decoupled species X which density is negligible during the generation and
superhorizon freezout of the studied perturbations, and requiring that X subsequently become homogeneous
in space and dominate the total energy density. See footnote c and Ref. [12].)
The corresponding gauge-independent expression for arbitrary species a reads:
da ≡ 3ζa ≡
δρa
ρa + pa
+ 3D +∇2ǫ, (4)
where D and ǫ parameterize scalar perturbations of the spatial metric δgij = 2a
2[D δij− (∇i∇j −
1
3
δij∇
2) ǫ].
Various interpretations of this variable are: in the spatially flat gauge (δgij ≡ 0) it gives δna/na ≡ δρa/(ρa+
pa); in any gauge without shear (ǫ = 0) it describes δna,coo/na,coo, where na,coo is the particle number density
with respect to coordinate rather than proper volume7); an equivalent variable18) ζa = da/3, a curvature
perturbation on the hypersurfaces of constant ρa, is in widespread use to describe superhorizon dynamics of
several fluids.
Eq. (2)7) for CMB perturbations and similar equations for other cosmological species7,12) have a series of
advantages over the traditional approaches to the CMB whenever horizon-scale gravity plays a role: 1). The
highest time derivatives of the dynamical perturbation variables now do not enter the equations implicitly
through time derivatives of the “driving” potentials on the right hand side. This allows straightforward nu-
merical integration of the equations in the convenient and fixed Newtonian gauge. 2). A direct connection12)
to phase-space distributions in the perturbed metric. (See Refs. [8,19] for the subtleties with the traditional
variables.) 3). As stated above, a change of the perturbation measure da (ζa) on any scale is caused by
a physical causal mechanism only . This is not so for δTγ/Tγ , δρa/ρa, and most of the other conventional
variables, unless one selects a gauge where they coincide or proportional to da (ζa). 4). Analytical solu-
tions become simple7) in this approach.20) This facilitates analytical study of the physical content of CMB
features and leads to new results, including those described in this review.
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This phase shift results in a non-degenerate additive shift of all the acoustic peaks in Cl,
for either temperature or polarization spectra. For Nν ≈ 3, the positions of all the peaks
change as ∂lpeak/∂Nν ≈ −4.
In addition, neutrino perturbations somewhat suppress the magnitude of the acous-
tic oscillations while enhance the matter power21,7). With unknown primordial power,
detection of this effect requires precise measurement of the matter spectrum and is diffi-
cult. Quintessence22) perturbations cause an opposite change of the CMB to matter power
ratio23,12). If CMB finds a non-standard Nν , this may, in principle, discriminate between
contributions of sterile particles and early quintessence.
3. Probing particle physics
An apparent contribution to Nν may be provided by sterile neutrinos (light neutral
fields which mix with the active neutrinos). Motivations to consider such fields and their
status in the light of the recent oscillation data and other constraints were reviewed in detail
in Cirelli’s contribution24).
The radiation density might also be enhanced by yet unknown light particles which
neither couple nor mix to the visible sector and fell off the thermal bath early, say, above
the SUSY breaking scale. At that high temperature the radiation entropy was shared by a
large number of relativistic species and the decoupled particles would receive only a small
fraction of the (conserved) total entropy. Then the late-time contribution of the decoupled
particles to the radiation density relative to the contribution of photons and active neutrinos
may be small and pass the current BBN constraints.
Since the phase shift of the CMB peaks is absent when neutrinos do not free-stream,
CMB will probe a growing class of models where neutrinos couple or recouple to other fields.
The scenarios where recoupling takes place after BBN are not constrained25,3) by the BBN
limits on Nν . For example, recoupling is expected if the small neutrino masses are generated
by a coupling lνRhφ/M (l and h are the standard lepton and Higgs doublets and φ is a new
field) after low-energy spontaneous symmetry breaking |φ| + δφ25). Other neutrino mass
models with neutrino coupling or recoupling have been considered2,3,26). If coupled to a
light field δφ, neutrinos generally annihilate2,3) after they become non-relativistic. Then
neutrino mass is not bounded by the standard cosmological limits1). A changed phase of
the acoustic peaks is a clean signatureg of neutrino coupling or recoupling25).
4. Summary
Today’s upper cosmological bounds on neutrino masses1) imply that neutrinos of all
the three standard generations were relativistic in the radiation era. Their energy den-
sity was comparable to that of photons, and the neutrino gravity had major impact on
the cosmological dynamics. However, the induced changes of such important cosmological
characteristics as the size of the acoustic CMB horizon, the redshift of radiation-matter
equality, and the Hubble radius at the onset of the structure growth have no observable
consequences. The corresponding angular scales and redshifts are unchanged in the scenar-
gNeutrino coupling to a light field φ cannot be falsified, as claimed by the authors of Ref. [2], by the lesser
large-scale structure growth due to the radiation-matter equality delay (caused by φ contribution to ρr). At
least, not until we find a non-cosmological probe of CDM density. See Sec. 2.1.
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ios where the densities of the visible matter plus the dark matter and of the dark energy
are larger in proportion to the radiation density enhancement.
This conformal degeneracy is lifted by Silk damping if the primordial helium abun-
dance Yp is fixed by independent spectrophotometric measurements. However, with the
uncertainty ∆Yp ∼ 0.01, an allowed adjustment of Yp results in degenerate Silk damping
and degenerate CMB decoupling among the compared scenarios for ∆Nν < 0.4.
The gravitational impact of neutrino perturbations on the CMB temperature and po-
larization angular spectra is not degenerate with any of the standard parameters. Free
streaming of neutrino perturbations faster than the acoustic speed causes a measurable
shift of the acoustic oscillation phase. The multipoles of all the acoustic peaks shift by an
approximately same interval ∆l ≈ −4∆Nν (at Nν ≈ 3). This shift does not occur or is
reduced in the models where all or some of the neutrino types either had not decoupled or
recoupled when the perturbations entered the horizon. (Similar changes might be induced
by isocurvature modes, which detection would be just as exciting.)
A canonical dynamical field (quintessence), perturbations of which propagate at the
speed of light, causes a similar uniform shifth of the peaks. Early quintessence may be
distinguished from extra light relativistic particles by accurate measurement of the CMB
to matter power ratio. Perturbations of a classical field and decoupled particles change this
ratio in opposite directions.
Ultimately, neither dark matter nor dark energy entered the cosmological scene with
strong theoretical motivation. The upcoming CMB data will testify whether or not the
radiation epoch conceals its own surprises.
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